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Perfekt's big data platform processes data from multiple sources and various 

vendor equipment and systems, correlating the data to provide historical, 

real-time and predictive insights across the entire operation, and across 

multiple verticals of the organisation. 

� Examples of Delivered Cases for the Mining Industry 

Perfekt's Big Data and Analytics solution provides insights into efficient usage of 
equipment, asset utilisation, movement around the mines, loading bays queue 
optimisation, predictive maintenance, collision and road departure prevention, 
tyre overheating and pressure monitoring (preventing fires, accidents and 
outages), materials tracking using RFID tags, materials origin and movement 
tracking based on block-chain technology. Solution was implemented as hosted 
data analytics and big data platform collecting and correlating data from Asset 
Management, Vehicle Management and loT Sensors Systems. 
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Analytics and Big Data Services we specialise in: 

Business value 

Defining business benefits and outcomes, efficiency 
improvements and competitive edge that can be 
delivered by Data Analytics. 

Data Acquisition and Integration: 

/ Multiple data source integration (ERP - SAP, Oracle, JDE, 
Maximo; Sensor data - loT, PLCs, SCADA, Historian, RFID; 
Unstructured data - documents, images, video etc.). 

/ Working with Large Data Volumes, multiple protocols,
formats and granularity (e.g. component, asset, plant, 
regional, corporate). 

I Transforming and blending data. 

f Agile approach to ever-evolving data sources and use 
cases. 



Data Retention, Scalability, 

Availability and Security 

■
■ 

Manage Data Lakes for all types of data.

Cloud, On-Premise, Hybrid deployment 

options. 

• Deploying petabyte scale multi-cluster

platforms - on demand scale-out.

24x7 Help desk, tech support and 

monitoring. 

Managed service, templated agile 

roll-outs on Perfekt's infrastructure, 

hosted in world class data centres in 

Australia and Asia (e.g Equinix). 

Analytics - Historical, Real-time, 

Machine Learning and Predictive 

/ Historical data analysis - past events that

can lead to future improvements. 

/ Real-time analytics - correlating events from

multiple sources to monitor current 

operations efficiency. 

/ Predictive and Machine Learning/Al -
analysing historical patterns, current 

behaviour and predicting the future 

outcomes - predictive maintenance, 

emergency prevention, behaviour forecasting 

e.g Neural Networks.
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Connected Mine 

Enterprise Data Lake 

- Time Series data

- Enterprise Master data

- Transactional records

- Operational Metrics 
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Real Time Data Sources 
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DATA IN MOTION & loT 
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DATA at Rest - Clusters 

STORE SECURE 

PROCESS 

REAL-TIME ACTION e.g 

PREDICTIVE MAINTENANCE 

- Real-time sensor values 

- Prior repair orders

- Prior maintenance records 

- Monitoring parameters, etc.
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l�,=1 About Perfekt

Perfekt specialises in complex business critical solutions covering such areas as IT infrastructure, cloud 

services, security, continuity, data analytics, loT, dig data, systems integration and implementation. 

Perfekt's value to customers is our ability to apply acquired experience in delivering data solutions with 

tangible benefits, applicable to a range of industry verticals derived from practical use cases delivered 
as part of past and current projects. Perfekt's strengths are in understanding the challenges of the 
modern enterprise and creating the best possible solutions for those challenges. 

Perfekt has a broad customer base across Australia. We have worked on numerous solutions around 
the country for our customers, within various verticals such as Mining, Utilities, Finance, Construction, 

Gaming, Government and Education. 

Contact us for a live demo and discussion around your business needs. 

Level 1, 936 Glen Huntly Rd 

Caulfield South VIC 3162 

Australia 

Phone: +61 3 9945 2200 

Web: perfekt.com.au 

Our partners: 

SICK HITACHI 
lnspire the Nexl: 

Sensor Intelligence. 

Level 1, 100 Havelock Street 

West Perth, WA 6005 

Australia 

Phone: +61 8 9330 9933 

Email: software@perfekt.com.au 
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